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• Evidence based policy and its problems
• What is the role of quantification ?
• Ethics of quantification
• NUSAP
• Sensitivity auditing  
• Post truth 
• Orwell or Huxley? Techno-split
• Science and lobbying



Solutions

Evidence-based 
policy, expertise, use of 

quantification 

Solutions



P. Stephens, Financial Times, June 23 2016, https://www.ft.com/content/bfb5f3d4-
379d-11e6-a780-b48ed7b6126f

“People in this country have had enough of experts” (M. Gove)

https://www.ft.com/content/bfb5f3d4-379d-11e6-a780-b48ed7b6126f


Solutions
Sociotechnical 

Imaginaries

Sheila Jasanoff



Solutions

How visions of scientific and technological progress 
carry with them implicit ideas about public purposes, 

collective futures, and the common good

Sheila Jasanoff



Solutions

Which is the prevailing  
sociotechnical imaginary? 



Solutions

One where policy can be 
neatly designed given the 

right amount of 
computation?



“Often, immersion in the facts makes 
value disagreements feel much less 
relevant” (Cass Sunstein, winner of 
the 2018 Holberg  Prize )



One of the winner of Nobel 
prize for economics 2018 is 
Willem Nordhaus, for his 
work on the economics of 
climate change. 

Cost benefit analysis to the 
year 2100



Critical voices 



Ulrich Beck
(1944 –2015) 1992 (1986)



Chapter 7 Science beyond truth and 
enlightenment

- “The differentiation and complexification of 
the sciences transforms it into a “self service 
shops for financially well endowed customers 
in need of arguments.”

- “It is not uncommon for political programs to be 
decided in advance simply by the choice of what 
expert representatives  are included in the circle of 
advisers.” 

➔ The technique is never neutral 



“The technique is never neutral”

Majone: “In any area of public policy 
the choice of instruments, far from 
being a technical exercise that can be 
safely delegated to the experts, 
reflects as in a microcosm all the 
political, moral, and cultural 
dimensions of policy-making” 



Chapter 7 Science beyond truth and 
enlightenment

- Feudalization of cognitive practices 

“In developed civilizations, scientific cognitive 
practice becomes an implicit, objectivized 
manipulation of latently political variables, 
hidden behind the pretence of elective decision 
not subject to justification.” 
➔ On transforming a political problem into a 
technical one



A Cartesian dream?

Elijah Millgram: warns 
against “procedural 
utopia”, a machinery to 
take the right decision 
based on a set of 
logical rules and 
methods.



Descartes and the 
rediscovery of 
ignorance, Jerome 
Ravetz, p. xv-xviii

https://bit.ly/2OBelmN



<<[…] rhetoric clamour [surrounds] 
‘expected utility’, ‘decision theory’, 
‘life cycle assessment’, ‘ecosystem 
services’ ‘sound scientific decisions’ 
and ‘evidence-based policy’

Each technique routinely delivers its 
answers with formidable levels of 
precision. Yet the resulting impression 
of accuracy is deeply misplaced >>

Andrew Stirling 

https://steps-centre.org/blog/how-politics-closes-down-uncertainty/







“Uncomfortable knowledge” can be used test for Ancien 
Régime (Silvio Funtowicz and Jerome R. Ravetz, EMERGENT COMPLEX SYSTEMS, 

Futures 1994 26(6) 568-582) 



More on 
quantification



E. Popp Berman

“What qualities are specific to 
rankings, or indicators, or models, 
or algorithms?”

Popp Berman, E. & Hirschman, D. The Sociology of Quantification: Where 
Are We Now? Contemp. Sociol. 47, 257–266 (2018).



Algorithms, models, metrics, statistics 

Common root causes?  



Algorithms taking decisions 
about hiring and careers;
adjudicating the custody of 
minors; approving or 
denying credits; 
choosing which 
neighbourhoods to patrol; 
whom to free on parole, 
and more  

Cathy O’Neil



Weapons of math destruction: 
opaque, do harm, do scale

Cathy O’Neil



The case 
against metrics

J. Z. Muller, The tyranny of metrics. 
Princeton University Press , 2018.



Metric fixation, or the irresistible 
pressure to measure performance

A wealth of case studies from education 
to war to medicine to foreign aid.. 



Critiques of metrics 

From the left: metric fixation promotes 
deskilling; “The calculative is the 
enemy of the imaginative”

From the right (Friedrich Hayek): 
metric fixation reproduces features of 
the soviet system (See Alain Supiot) 



Critiques of metrics 

An epistemological critique: metrics 
privilege abstract and formulaic 
knowledge against practical and tacit 
knowledge (Michael Polanyi)

(Greek concept of metis)  



Unintended consequences: a litany (1)  

• Goal displacement
• Short termism 
• Diminishing utility 

• Rewarding luck
• Discouraging cooperation 

and common purpose



Unintended consequences: a litany (2)  

• Rule cascade 
• Discouraging risk taking 
• Discouraging innovation 

• Degrading work
• Time waste
• Loss of productivity



A concluding remarks of Muller 

Considering all of the above keep in 
mind at every step that “the best use of 

metrics may be not to use it at all” 



Ethics of quantification 
or quantification of 

ethics? 





Can we learn 
something from 

sociology of 
numbers?

From law?



I. Bruno, E. Didier, and J. Prévieux, Stat-
activisme. Comment lutter avec des 
nombres. Paris: Zones, La Découverte, 
2014

Do we need a movement 
of resistance? 



How to be a "statactiviste"? 
1. Deconstruct existing metrics, including using 

irony (Pierre Bourdieu, Les héritiers) 

La sociologie, 
ça doit être 

rigolo

(Sociology must be fun) 



How to be a "statactiviste"? 
2. Gaming metrics (statistical judo) – use 

Goodhart’s law to your advantage – or make the 
ruse public

• Police statistics in NY



How to be a "statactiviste"? 
3. Bring to the surface what is hidden / unsaid/ 
excluded – new social classes, marginalization,  
minorities:  

• ‘Creative class’ or ‘precarious 
intellectuals’?



How to be a "statactiviste"? 
4. Measure something different

• Suicides at France Telecom; 
• BIP 40, a new French measure of 

poverty/inequality



Important: 
“Quantification should not be abandoned to the 
advantage of exalting qualities, singularities, and 
the incommensurable. Such an abandon would be a 
tactical error”



Alain Supiot

https://www.college-de-
france.fr/site/en-alain-
supiot/Governance-by-Numbers-
Introduction.htm

An indictment of 
the Total Market 
and the normative 
uses of economic 
quantification

https://www.college-de-france.fr/site/en-alain-supiot/Governance-by-Numbers-Introduction.htm


Alain Supiot

…we have entered the era of 
the cybernetic imaginary, which 
revives the West's age-old 
dream of grounding social 
harmony in calculations



Alain Supiot

…In this passage from the 
mechanical (Taylorian) 
imaginary to the cybernetic lies 
the origin of multiple 
interconnected crises 



Alain Supiot

Repudiating the goal of 
governing by just laws, this new 
discourse advocates in its stead 
the attainment of measurable 
objectives …



Alain Supiot

… law is subjugated to a 
computation of utility



Alain Supiot

… This leaves no option open 
to populations or countries than 
to ride roughshod over social 
legislation, and pledge 
allegiance to those stronger 
than they are 



The debate rages on …



Ethics of quantification or 
quantification of ethics?

Also in the paper:



What issues for an ethics of quantification?
-Trust (Porter, legitimacy, the OECD PISA 
example) 



What issues for an ethics of quantification?
-Defence against abuse (statactivism) 



What issues for an ethics of quantification?
-Consequentialism (Ecological Footprint) 

Mathis Wackernagel



What issues for an ethics of quantification?
-Optimism/Hubris 



What issues for an ethics of quantification?
-Purported neutrality of the technique 
(Beck, Majone, Funtowicz and Ravetz; 
Romer, Reinert…)



What issues for an ethics of quantification?
-Quality of a quantitative research ➔
“relational validity”, how it corresponds tp
its context and purpose



What recipes for an ethics of quantification?

-Use tools such as NUSAP and sensitivity auditing 
to tame hubris, to make quantifications 
interpretable, conveyable in plain English, and 
context/purpose specific



NUSAP



Numeral, Unit, Spread

+
Assessment (qualitative 
judgement on quantification)

Pedigree (qualitative assessment 
of mode of production and 
anticipated use)



Jeroen 
van der Sluijs

http://www.nusap.net/



Sensitivity Auditing 



Saltelli, A., Guimarães Pereira, Â., 
Van der Sluijs, J.P. and Funtowicz, S.

Ângela Guimarães Pereira 



The rules of sensitivity auditing 

1. Check against rhetorical use of 
mathematical modelling;

2. Adopt an “assumption hunting” attitude; 
focus on unearthing possibly implicit 
assumptions;

3. Check if uncertainty been 
instrumentally inflated or deflated.



4. Find sensitive assumptions before these 
find you; do your SA before publishing;

5. Aim for transparency; Show all the data;

6. Do the right sums, not just the sums 
right; 

7. Perform a proper global sensitivity 
analysis.



What recipes for an ethics of quantification?

-Improve existing disciplinary arrangements 

Wasserstein, R.L. and Lazar, N.A., 2016. ‘The ASA's statement on p-values: context, process, 
and purpose’, The American Statistician, Volume 70, 2016 - Issue 2, Pages 129-133.



What recipes would be offered by an ethics 
of quantification?

-Conquer a license not-to-quantify 
(Porter, Muller, …) 



Computation and post truth



The powerful agents of 
post-truth

Yuval Noah Harari, Homo Deus 2015 & 21 Lessons for the 21st Century, 2018. 

Jaron Lanier, 2018 Ten Arguments for Deleting Your Social Media Accounts Right Now

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/aug/23/russian-trolls-spread-vaccine-
misinformation-on-twitter 

Jaron Lanier

Poisonous algorithms to stoke hatred and division



Poisonous algorithms to stoke hatred and division



"Have you seen those zombies who roam the streets 
with their faces glued to their smartphones? Do you 
think they control the technology, or does the 
technology control them?"

Yuval Harari, 21 Lessons for the 21st Century, 2018, Jonathan Cape publisher; for autopoietic 
technology see also W. Brian Arthur, 2010, The Nature of Technology, Free Press. 

Yuval Noah 
Harari





From deepfake 
to   Cambridge 
Analytica, the 
scope for 
damage has 
expanded 



Trump & the Russian 
intelligence excel at 
exploiting the new 
technologies for soft 
warfare



Whose dystopia: 
Huxley or Orwell? 



1949; a regimented society, 
Big Brother in charge of an 
omnipresent surveillance & 

propaganda machine 

George Orwell



Aldous Huxley

1932; a regimented 
world where drug takes 

care of consent



Techno-spit scenario? 

An affluent super-technological and 
possibly trans-human/immortal minority, 
versus a useless and distracted majority 
left glued to its mobile phones and 
tablets

Y. N. Harari, Homo Deus : a brief history of tomorrow. Harvill Secker , 

2016.
J. R. Lent, The patterning instinct : a cultural history of humanity’s search 

for meaning. Prometheus Books, 2017.



As inequality grows, so does the 
political influence of the rich, The 

Economist, July 21st 2018. 



Science and lobbying



Power asymmetries in the framing of issues: 
those who have the deepest pockets marshal 
the best evidence ➔ Instrumental use of 
quantification to obfuscate 



Lee Drutman

Sylvain Laurens



For both scholars a salient aspect of this 
power is lobbyists’ access to more and better 
disseminated knowledge/science 

“They have 
the data”





“Regulatory policy is increasingly made with the participation of experts, 

especially academics. A regulated firm or industry 
should be prepared whenever possible to co-
opt these experts. This is most effectively done by identifying 

the leading expert in each relevant field and hiring them as consultants or 

advisors or giving them research grant or the like”

Owen, B. M., & Braeutigam, R., 1978 The regulation game, : 
Strategic Use of the Administrative Process, Ballinger 

Press



“This activity requires a modicum of finesse; it 
must not be too blatant, for the experts 
themselves must not recognize that they have 
lost their objectivity and freedom of action”

Owen, B. M., & Braeutigam, R., 1978 The regulation game, : Strategic Use of the 
Administrative Process, Ballinger Press





Regulatory capture in the name of enlightenment? 

Science and its institutions – especially when 
operating at the science – policy interface, appear 
vulnerable to forms of societal penetration and 
control where lobbyists present themselves as 
upholders of the values of the Enlightenment 
against science’s (and progress’) purported 
enemies. 

Defending science from its defenders? Regulatory capture in the name of 
Enlightenment, work in progress (2019). 



“… a compromise of which I am not proud, but 
which is nevertheless the best in the world on the 
subject” 

https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/eu-guidelines-ethics-washing-made-in-
europe/24195496.html

By Thomas Metzinger



A commission of 52 members, “with only four 
ethicists alongside 48 non-ethicists –
representatives from politics, universities, civil 
society, and above all industry” 

OK to involve industry from the start to get the 
sector onboard but “The guidelines are 
lukewarm, short-sighted and deliberately vague”



“They ignore long-term risks, gloss over difficult 
problems …with rhetoric, violate elementary 
principles of rationality and pretend to know things 
that nobody really knows”

Expression such as “non-negotiable” and “Red 
Lines” had to be dropped for the sake of a 
“positive vision” 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-
market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-
trustworthy-ai



The guidelines touch on hot issues such as 

• citizens scoring, 
• autonomous lethal weapons, 
• covert AI systems, 
• tracking of individuals… 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-
market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-
trustworthy-ai



This amounts to “ethics washing = cultivating 
ethical debates to buy time, distract the public and 
to prevent or at least delay effective regulation

… industry is building one “ethics washing 
machine” after another” 

Since China is already embarked in “digital 
totalitarianism” and little hope of strong regulation 
from the US, Europe bears the responsibility   



The EU guidelines are good by comparison, but 

“Because industry acts more quickly and 
efficiently than politics or the academic sector, 
there is a risk that, as with “Fake News”, we will 
now also have a problem with fake ethics”



The innovation principle



The innovation principle



Against the principle of precaution: 

“How an industry association wrote a new 
principle on innovation and succeeded in 
introducing this [innovation] principle into a 
number of European Union (EU) texts”

Garnett, Kathleen & Van Calster, Geert & Reins, Leonie. (2018). Towards 
an innovation principle: an industry trump or shortening the odds on 
environmental protection?. Law, Innovation and Technology. 10. 1-14. 
10.1080/17579961.2018.1455023. 



“This is the first time an industry association has 
successfully tried to introduce a new principle into 
the EU’s legal order”

Garnett, Kathleen & Van Calster, Geert & Reins, Leonie. (2018). Towards 
an innovation principle: an industry trump or shortening the odds on 
environmental protection?. Law, Innovation and Technology. 10. 1-14. 
10.1080/17579961.2018.1455023. 



Solutions

The End

@andreasaltelli

Solutions


